
Moving out of your Service Family Accommodation can be a challenging time, with the added 
responsibility of ensuring the property meets move out standard. We want to ensure your house 
move experience is as simple and stress free as possible.

The Walkaway Scheme can help minimise the effort required from you to achieve move out 
standard. Purchasing specific indemnities under the scheme simply allows you to “walk away” from 
the property safe in the knowledge that move out standard will be covered for the options you have 
purchased. There are various options available which mean you can “walk away” from specific 
elements of cleaning, gardening and more.

Walkaway is a voluntary scheme offered to vacating occupants of SFA (not PFI, Bulk Lease Hire or 
SSFA properties) and offers a choice of elements for an agreed set payment.  It is not a contract for 
cleaning or gardening and CarillionAmey will not undertake any of these activities on your behalf as 
part of your move out. You may still receive barrack charges for elements not paid for or damaged, 
that haven’t been brought up to the required move out standard. CarilllionAmey have a contract to 

prepare the house for the next occupation, regardless of use of the Walkaway Scheme.

The Accommodation Officer will let you know if you are eligible for the Walkaway Scheme 
at your pre-move out appointment. To choose the elements you want to pay for, you need 
to access the Walkaway Scheme portal via our website. The portal is an automated system 
accessible 24/7  https://iportal.carillionamey.co.uk/walkaway

A safe and secure payment on 
our convenient online system
Pay one, cost effective fee 
through the Walkaway Scheme

Have less to worry about 
when moving out

*It remains your responsibility to leave the property hygienically clean

Visit our website to find out more 
information on prices and options available:
http://housing.carillionamey.co.uk/
moving-out/walkaway-scheme

*


